Conga Sign
Effortless, secure eSignature

Can you afford traditional signatures?
Capturing signatures the old fashioned way is slow, inefficient, and needlessly complicated. Think
about all the steps you have to complete: print, sign, scan, (e)mail—and then your recipient has to
do the same. Not to mention, circulating sensitive documents is risky, whether in your office, in
the mail, or in cyberspace. Today's customers expect a faster, easier, and more secure experience.
Conga Sign helps you secure the signatures you need for busines-critical agreements with fast,
efficient eSignature for today's business. Speed up approvals and reduce the time to "yes" from
days to minutes. Sign documents quickly and securely, save money, and reduce risk—all while
creating an easy, efficient experience for your customers.

Challenges

Key benefits

•

Traditional ink signatures are ineffective and costly

•

Difficult and counterintuitive user experience creates
friction in the process and low user adoption

•

•

secure eSignature
•

Lack of visibility into the signing process makes it hard
Poorly integrated and siloed systems mean high total
cost of ownership

•
•

business processes
•

Get ROI fast: Five minute install-to-eSign helps you
realize faster speed to value

Long and complex implementation projects can
•

results in low ROI

Easy, seamless integrations: Capture electronic
signatures easily and integrate fully with your

to track and audit transactions
•

Efficiency: Save time with easy to execute and

Sign with confidence: Conga Sign complies with

Trust, security, and legality concerns remain around

most global eSignature regulations, including UETA,

using eSignature

the ESIGN Act, and eIDAS

Conga Sign provided an intuitive sign experience. The opportunity to go from document generation
through signature, all within Salesforce, makes the entire contract process much easier.
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87% of companies that have or are in the process of digitally
transforming eSignature are winning against the competition
•

Modern eSignature: Built for today's businesses,

•

Conga Sign is cost-effective, easy to implement, and

capabilities through an interface built for mobile

simple to use.
•

•

Salesforce Workflows—no need to learn a new

signing experience with no special hardware or

system
•

Analytics: Uncover contract roadblocks like

Monitor activity: Monitor the status of signature

transaction expirations and declines with built-in

activity; see when customers view and sign the

analytics

documents you send
•

Automate: Streamline the signature process with

Better customer experience: Deliver a fast, intuitive
software required

•

Mobile: Execute deals faster with sign-on-the-go

•

Integration: Conga Sign is built to integrate with

Audit trail: Every Conga Sign transaction contains a

Salesforce and Conga's other Salesforce solutions.

unique audit trail, providing detailed information

Sign also integrates with other Conga products that

about events related to that specific transaction

are not on the Salesforce platform, including Conga
Collaborate and Conga Contracts

A legally compliant eSignature solution
Disclose and
capture
consent

Capture
signer’s
intent

Associate
signature
with signer

Seal record
and deliver
signature

Real outcomes from Conga Sign customers

93%

$30

5 minutes

Increase in contract signature
velocity

Per seat saved over previous
solution provider

From install to sending the first
eSignature request
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